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POST #1
The shift from gaming habit to gambling problem is subtle. But 
the risks aren’t. Get the tools to learn how to lower the risks of 
problem gambling for our youth at ChangeTheGame.org

POST #2
Part of being responsible is learning how to set limits. 
Learn more about limits and be a responsible gambler at 
BeforeYouBet.org https://vimeo.com/434010351

POST #3
If you or someone you know has a problem with gambling, help 
is always available. #BeforeYouBet

POST #4
Unfortunately, problem gambling sometimes runs in the family. 
The first step toward preventing problems is understanding your 
risks. #BeforeYouBet #KnowYourRisks

POST #5
As you get ready to relax and unwind this weekend, just 
remember - if your plans include any type of gambling, know 
your risks by taking our quiz. #BeforeYouBet   
https://www.beforeyoubet.org/the-quiz/

POST #6
Kids exposed to gambling by the age of 12 are four times 
more likely to become problem gamblers. Understanding the 
facts is the first step towards finding a solution. Learn more at 
ChangeTheGameOhio.org #BeforeYouBet #ChangeTheGame

POST #7
Youth gambling is a lot more common than most people realize. 
Which of the following facts about high school students do you 
find most surprising?

Poll option #1: 90% Gambled Last Year
Poll option #2: 96% are Exposed to Gambling Ads

POST #8
Preventing problem gambling starts with knowing your risks. 
Find out if you could be at risk by taking this two-minute 
quiz. https://www.beforeyoubet.org/the-quiz/ #BeforeYouBet 
#KnowYourRisks

POST #9
There are plenty of ways that you can “Get Set Before You 
Bet.” One healthy tip is — never borrow money to play. 
https://www.beforeyoubet.org/tips-education/ #BeforeYouBet 
#ResponsibleGambling
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POST #10
If someone you know often exaggerates gambling wins 
or downplays losses, they may be at risk of problem 
gambling. Learn more about the warning signs:  
https://www.beforeyoubet.org/the-issue/BeforeYouBet

POST #11
An estimated 264,000 adults in Ohio exhibit problem 
gambling behaviors. Learn more about problem gambling 
and resources available to you.    
https://www.beforeyoubet.org/tips-education/

POST #12
Gambling myth: The more you gamble, the more 
likely you’ll win big. The truth is, the outcome of each 
game comes down to chance. See more gambling 
myths: https://www.beforeyoubet.org/tipseducation/ 
#BeforeYouBet

POST #13
One way to “Get Set Before You Bet” is to remember not 
to gamble as a means of escape. Remind yourself: What 
other fall hobbies or activities do you enjoy? Comment 
with your favorites below. #BeforeYouBet #KnowYourRisk

Take the Poll

Poll option #1: Reading a book
Poll option #2: Cooking
Poll option #3: Getting outside
Poll option #4: Apple picking

POST #14
Gambling is finding more ways into the lives of young 
people every day. Learn more about the issue at 
ChangeTheGame.org https://vimeo.com/434009965

POST #15
Part of being a responsible gambler is knowing when to 
quit and ask for help. Learn more at BeforeYouBet.org 
https://vimeo.com/434010501


